
VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
Gardens of the Sun is an e-commerce business based in Bali. We make some of the most ethical 
jewelry out there.  
 
We value long-term thinking, the environment and craftsmanship by people who enjoy their 
work with pride. Founded by a sustainability consultant turned designer, we want to impact the 
people who buy from us as well as those we work with.  

 

What we offer 

● You’ll be working from our lush and green Bali studio in a multicultural setting 
● An equal opportunity environment that encourages you to learn and grow 
● No dress code 
● 20 days of annual leave, on top of national holidays 
● Weekly vegetarian office lunch and yoga classes (currently on hold due to Covid-19) 

Think you’re the right person to join our awesome team? Send your CV and cover letter to 
misha@gardensofthesun.com with Marketing Assistant in the subject line.  

How do we rate your application? Your cover letter shows an understanding of and alignment 
with the Gardens of the Sun brand and values, and you have relevant experience and 
education. If you pass the first round, we’ll invite you for an interview via Zoom. 

https://gardensofthesun.com/
mailto:misha@gardensofthesun.com


Marketing Assistant [Indonesian national] 

 
You’re a native English speaker who loves to share through the written word. You’ll be asked to 
do basic research for content marketing, work with our visuals team for social media posts and 
implement our micro-influencer strategy. Let your creativity run wild when you develop fun 
things like quizzes for the website and new channels to connect with our clients.  
 
Gardens of the Sun has a strong brand voice and vision, and we need anyone in the team 
involved in external communication to fully understand this vision and be able to translate it 
into all outside communication.  

What we expect you’ll be doing:  

● Draft blog posts, newsletters and social media content under the guidance of our 
marketing strategist and the Directors  

● Implement our micro-influencer strategy 
● Help edit our online courses 
● Help develop new channels, like quizzes, TikTok, Messenger marketing, SMS marketing 

and YouTube 
● Prepare layout of the blog posts and newsletters with support from our Visual Branding 

team 
● General marketing support  

This describes you so well, it’s almost scary:  

● You have a way with words and may feel called to be a writer. Your English grammar 
and writing skills are top notch.  

● You get the details right — you don’t half-ass anything or let little things slip through the 
cracks. You always double check your spelling.  

● You love systems and checklists, especially when you get to cross things off 
● You do what it takes to get the task done, and the phrase “that’s not my job” isn’t part 

of your vocabulary  

This position is NOT for you if you: 

● Don’t have the writing skills of a native English speaker 
● Prefer verbal communication over written communication  
● Can’t communicate with millennials in a conversational tone  
● Can’t take constructive feedback and criticism on your writing 
● Have a hard time following directions 
● Aren’t looking for a long-term position 

 


